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What needs to be done to make
transparency possible?
RECOGNIZE the REAL problem à information
asymmetry is a competition problem
RECOGNIZE that SOLUTIONS need to ensure open
access to some key accounting information for all
companies for all countries

Why is transparency necessary?
Because there is currently an information disadvantage
between national and multinational companies which
creates unequal competition between companies.

Multinational companies are able to hold back information
that national companies has to provide.

Why is this a competition issue?
Because all publicly owned companies are seeking
funding in open financial markets, and allowing some
companies to hold back key information from the financial
markets increases the risk of market participants to make
the wrong decision with respect to which companies gets
financing and at what cost – i.e. market failure.

When using open financial markets – be open in return

Its all about accounting …
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1. Which information is available?
Ø Multinational companies on the New York Stock Exchange has to file
extensive information for investor purposes, including investments in
subsidiaries or other companies including name of companies that are
consolidated or controlled
Ø Company websites usually include additional information that is not filed,
such as sustainability reports etc
Ø Many countries that is not corporate havens or tax havens have a business
register where local company accounts can be obtained
Ø The group financial statements give geographical distribution of revenues
which can be a help
Ø Local “bragging” to promote the role in each country can provide vital
information for the inverse analysis

2. Which information is not available?
Ø Information about all subsidiaries (only “significant subsidiaries”)
Ø Company structure (who owns who)
Ø Financial statements from tax havens
Ø Financial statements from most corporate havens
Ø Off-balance sheet companies – controlled through agreements and not ownership
Ø Detailed information on special events – have to deduce and backtrack to find out
more à may get more information from local registers à this is where the
journalism comes in, seeking out supporting information
Ø Only forensic type analysis with audit type information available can penetrate most
of the information about the company
- important to know what to go for and what not to go for

How to get to the information?
• Investigative journalism
• Puts journalists in danger
• Dependent on leaks
• Limited ability to secure
equal terms
• Forensic auditing
• Costly
• Specialized knowledge
• Limited ability to secure
equal terms
• Open reporting
• Puts companies on equal
terms
• Inexpensive
• Everybody gets the same
information to act on
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When accounting is the problem …
reporting on accounting must be part
of the solution
Extended country-by-country
reporting
.

Country-by-country
reporting

Number of employees
Investments
Production by type
Revenues
Cost (excluding depreciation)
Tax liability 1.1.
Payable tax current year
Tax liability 31.12.

Production in kind
Taxes & fees on income, production
or profit (but not consumption)
Royalties
Dividends
Signature bonuses etc
License fees
Shareholdings etc
Infrastructure payments

Statistical
and
analytical

These numbers are the minimal
requirement for key information

EBITDA
Paid tax

=

Should be presented in
a note to the accounts

Separate
report

.

How can ECBCR or other mechanism
contribute to reveal use of third countries?
Ø EBITDA (Earnings Before Interest, Tax and Depreciation & Amortization) is a
standardized accounting number that show profits allocated to a company or
companies in a country. EBITDA is vital to return on investments.
Ø Extended Country-by-Country reporting will give enough information that
one gets EBITDA for each country, including third countries IF the regulation
demanding ECBCR is set up correctly
Ø In Norway we are still working to get the last pieces in the regulation in place
Ø ECBCR gives enough information to be able to calculate a number of ratios
that will enable a more thorough analysis of multinational companies
Ø Vital that eliminations are reported separately in order for third countries
to be part of the reporting (without eliminations reported separately these
countries «disappear»)

ECBCR - Investments
Ø Reporting of investments is important in order to
- Understand the importance of the country/companies in that country in the
whole corporate structure
- Be able to calculate rate of return on investments
- Be able to benchmark internally with other companies in the multinational
company
- Be able to benchmark with other companies in other multinational companies
- Be able to benchmark with national companies in each country
Ø Use the definition of (cash) investments in the IFRS standard on cash flow
statements
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ECBCR – Production and Revenue
Ø Reporting of production by type is important in order to
- Be able to create more reliable statistics of production of every type of
resource across the globe – important for understanding world trade and
sustainable development on the globe better
- Be able to calculate benchmark revenues when combining production by type
with externally derived commodity prices and compare with reported
revenues in the country
- Be able to calculate benchmark revenues across multinational companies
across the came country
- Be able to benchmark revenues per product across countries
- Calculate ratios based on production and calculated revenue
Ø Reporting of revenue in order to
- Compare with benchmarks calculated using production by type and externally
derived prices
- Calculate ratios based on reported revenue
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ECBCR – Cost and number of
employees
Ø Reporting of cost is important in order to
- Calculate EBITDA– sum of countries reported can be directly compared with
group financial statement in order to check correctness of reporting.
- Calculate ratios where cost is involved
Ø Reporting of number of employees in order to
- Calculate ratios based on reported number of employees
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ECBCR – P&L taxes &
tax liabilities 1.1./31.12
Tax liability 1.1.
+ Payable tax current year (in the profit & loss statement)
– Tax liability 31.12.
= Paid tax as reported in the Country-by-Country report à taxes not in the tax line
reported as separate items in the Country-by-Country tax report
Ø These three tax numbers, which form the accrual principle of taxes, is the
connection between the financial statement taxes (which is based on the accrual
principle) and the taxes paid (which is to be reported in a country-by-country
reporting of taxes)
Ø This forms a logical reporting chain:
Financial statements giving accrued taxes
à ECBCR giving context to accrued taxes and link to taxes paid
à CBCR giving taxes paid on the tax line and in the financial statements otherwise
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What needs to be done to make
transparency possible?
Does the OECD BEPS «country-by-country reporting» for tax
administrations give this information?

NO
Does other standards set out to give country-by-country information
give this information?

NO
Any standard that seek information country-by-country should
therefore include this minimum information

